Agreement on the cooperative development of access to government information among the University of California/Stanford Libraries

GOALS:

1. To preserve the high level of access to the most basic government documents (local, state, Federal, foreign and international) guaranteed until very recently for scholars and students within the University of California and Stanford library communities under the auspices of the former Shared Purchase program.
2. To provide a framework for enhancing access to major collections of government information and documents (local, state, Federal, foreign and international) for scholars and students within the University of California and Stanford library communities.

PARTICIPANTS:

Active participants in this Agreement are the member libraries of the UC Government Information Librarians group: UC Berkeley; UC Davis; UC Irvine; UC Los Angeles; UC Riverside; UC San Diego; UC Santa Barbara; UC Santa Cruz; and Stanford University.

SCOPE:

The major microform sets containing government information on the attached list are governed by this Agreement. All active participants in this Agreement shall have expedited access to items in these sets in the form of a service copy or loan of the original. The Agreement may be expanded to include document delivery by fax and cooperative development of electronic access.

PROVISIONS:

1. Each holding library agrees to negotiate funding alternatives with other libraries participating in this Agreement prior to cancellation of any set on the attached list.
2. Libraries assuming responsibility for a set agree to retain that title as an active subscription for at least 10(ten) years.
3. Holding libraries will provide expedited direct loan between government information/government documents service units for materials governed by this agreement. At the discretion of individual campuses, use of interlibrary loan services may be used as an alternative to direct loan arrangements. Ideal turnaround time for document delivery is 48 hours.
4. Individual government information librarians may make additions to the list of sets governed by this Agreement by following a two-step process. First, consult with the Collection Development Officer at the local level regarding the possibility of protecting the title under this agreement. Second, seek approval of the Government Information Librarians group.
5. Whenever feasible and appropriate, participating libraries agree to support as a Systemwide priority the loading of machine-readable indexes that provide access to the major microform sets governed by this Agreement.
6. Whenever feasible and appropriate, participating libraries agree to support as a campus priority maintaining local print and/or electronic index subscriptions corresponding to these major government information sources.

7. Participating libraries agree to maintain and share with the Government Information Librarians group where feasible statistics relating to the volume and sources of requests received and satisfied in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.
MICROFORM SET SUBSCRIPTIONS GOVERNED BY THIS AGREEMENT

AMERICAN STATISTICS INDEX MICROFICHE LIBRARY

Collection: Stanford (nondepository items), Berkeley, Los Angeles, San Diego.

Indexes:
   ASI (paper). All campuses
   Statistical Masterfile (CD-ROM). Berkeley, Stanford

BRITISH OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS NOT IN HMSO

Collection: Stanford

Index: Catalogue of British Official Publications Not Published by HMSO. All campuses

CIS (CONGRESSIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE) MICROFICHE LIBRARY, 1970-

Collection: Santa Cruz

Indexes:
   CIS (paper). All campuses.
   Congressional Masterfile II (CD-ROM). Berkeley, Stanford

DECLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS REFERENCE SYSTEM

Collections: Berkeley, Davis, Los Angeles, Stanford.

Index: Declassified Documents Catalog. All campuses

INDEX TO INTERNATIONAL STATISTICS MICROFICHE LIBRARY

Collections: Berkeley, Los Angeles, San Diego, Stanford.

Indexes:
   IIS (paper). All campuses.
   Statistical Masterfile (cd-rom). Berkeley, Stanford
INTERNATIONAL POPULATION CENSUS
Collection: Berkeley
Indexes: full cataloging in MELVYL Catalog file/Socrates.

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANS
Collection: Berkeley
Indexes: full cataloging in MELVYL Catalog file

PUBLICATIONS LISTED IN FAO DOCUMENTATION
Collection: Davis
Indexes: FAO Documentation. All campuses

STATISTICAL REFERENCE INDEX MICROFICHE LIBRARY
Collections: Stanford(selected categories), Berkeley, Los Angeles
Indexes:
SRI (paper). All campuses
Statistical Masterfile (CD-ROM). Berkeley, Stanford

U.N. DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM PROJECT REPORTS, 1994-
Collection: Berkeley
Indexes:
Compendium of Ongoing Projects (paper). Berkeley, Davis, Los Angeles, Riverside, Santa Barbara, Stanford
UNDP Project Reports Index (CD-ROM). Berkeley

U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT REPORTS
Collection: Davis
Indexes:

A.I.D. Research & Development Abstracts (paper). All campuses.


URBAN DOCUMENTS MICROFICHE COLLECTION

Collection: Berkeley

Index: Index to Current Urban Documents. All campuses